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Abstract. When concurrent threads of execution do not modify shared data, their parallel execution is trivially equivalent to their sequential execution. For many imperative programming languages, however, the modular verification of this independence is often frustrated by (i) the possibility of aliasing between variables mentioned in different threads, and (ii) the lack of abstraction in the description of read/write effects of operations on shared data structures.

We describe a specification and verification framework in which abstract specifications of functional behavior are augmented with abstract interference effects that permit verification of client code with concurrent calls to operations of a data abstraction. To illustrate the approach, we present a classic concurrent data abstraction: the bounded queue. Three different implementations are described, each with different degrees of entanglement and hence different degrees of possible synchronization-free concurrency.

1 Introduction

Parallel programming is important for both large-scale high-performance systems and, increasingly, small-scale multi-core commodity software. Programming with multiple threads, however, is error-prone. Furthermore, when errors are made, they can be difficult to debug and correct because parallel programs are often nondeterministic. Non-trivial parallel programs designed with software engineering consideration will be invariably composed from reusable components, often ones that encapsulate data abstractions.

Given this context, the specific objective of this paper is to propose a specification and verification framework to guarantee entanglement- and lock-free execution of concurrent code that invokes operations on data abstractions. Guaranteeing, simultaneously, modularity of the verification process and the independence of concurrent threads is complicated by two key problems. The first of these is the possibility of aliasing between objects involved in different threads. The second problem concerns guaranteeing safe parallel execution of data abstraction operations on an object without violating abstraction.
At the core of a solution to the aliasing problem is a notion of clean operation calls whereby effects of calls are restricted to objects that are explicit parameters or to global objects that are explicitly specified as affected. Under this notion, regardless of the level of granularity, syntactically independent operation calls are always safe to parallelize. Clean semantics are at the core of the RESOLVE language and we take advantage of the benefits of such a notion in our specification and verification framework.

To illustrate our proposed solution to the second problem, we present a bounded queue data abstraction and describe in detail three different implementations (and briefly mention a fourth) that vary in their potential for parallelism among different queue operations. The data abstraction specification is typical, except that it is designed to avoid unintended aliasing. To capture the parallel potential in a class of implementations we augment the data abstraction specification with an interference specification which contains a description of an object’s state (which might be substantially different from the description provided by the data abstraction specification), called an “interference contract”, designed to facilitate guarantees of safe execution of concurrent client code. The second-level specification is typically still quite abstract and is devoid of concrete implementation details.

A client of such a parallelized component identifies which interference specification to use. By doing so, the client is able to determine which operations it can execute in parallel from its code while remaining oblivious to implementation details. Furthermore, it can be verified that this code is safe to parallelize given the interference specification used by the client.

Inside of a realization, an implementer must define a mapping from the concrete model to the interference model defined in the interference contract. This mapping is entirely analogous to the correspondence that defines a mapping from the concrete model to the abstract specification’s model.

The novelty of the proposed solution is that it modularizes the verification problem along abstraction boundaries. Specifically, verification of implementation code with respect to both its data abstraction and interference specification is done once in the lifetime of the implementation. Verification of client code relies strictly on the specifications.

2 Related Work

Classical solutions to the interference problem (e.g., [4]) would involve defining and using locks, but neither the solutions nor the proofs of absence of interference here involve abstraction or specification. Lock-free solutions built using atomic read-write-modify primitives (e.g., compare-and-swap) allow finer granularity of parallelism, but the proofs of serializability in that context are often not modular and do not involve complex properties.

The objective of modular verification is widely shared. The work in [1], for example, involves specifying interference points. For data abstractions, the interference points would be set at the operation level, meaning two operations
may not execute concurrently on an object, even if they are disentangled at a “fine-grain” level. The work by Rodriguez, et al [9] to extend JML for concurrent code makes it possible to specify methods to be atomic through locking and other properties. Using JML* and a notion of dynamic frames, the work in [8] address safe concurrent execution in the context of more general solutions to address aliasing and sharing for automated verification. The work in [11] makes it possible to specify memory locations that fall within the realm of an object’s lock. Chalice allows specification of various types of permissions and includes a notion of permission transfer [7]. Using them, it is possible to estimate an upper bound on the location sets that may be affected by a thread in Chalice.

Perhaps the most relevant work to this text is Deterministic Parallel Java (DPJ) [2], an extension of the Java programming language with specific constructs to facilitate the development and static analysis of concurrent programs. DPJ relies on the idea of regions, which are distinct parts of the memory heap. Each class-level variable may be placed into a region (if no region is specified, the variable is in a special region called “root”), and each class method specifies which regions are written to or read from by its execution. These “method effect summaries” allow the DPJ compiler to prove, statically, that every valid DPJ program exhibits deterministic input-output, regardless of any concurrency introduced throughout the program. It’s important to distinguish DPJ’s “verification” from the verification of functional correctness that is performed by other work, such as RESOLVE. The DPJ compiler guarantees only that for any given input to a valid program (absent shared state), the output will be the same for every execution of that program.

Further related work by the ParaSail team in [12] combines the ideas of clean semantics and deterministic parallelism. The ParaSail team has modified the Ada programming language so that the compiler can verify, like DPJ, that a program exhibits deterministic input-output behavior. Again, there is no notion of proving functional correctness, but ParaSail–by virtue of leveraging clean semantics–can forego any additional programming constructs such as regions. ParaSail does not have pointers, and hence no aliases exist. Therefore, a conflict exists only if two method calls reference the same variable and this variable is written by either method. As with DPJ, the language offers guarantees of determinism, rather than a mechanism for functional verification.

3 The Clean Premise

At the core of the RESOLVE project is the notion of clean semantics [6]. In the RESOLVE programming language, there are no aliases. If two variables have dif-
different names, the programmer and verification engine can be certain that they refer to different objects. The interference specifications presented here rely heavily on this assumption in several key ways. The first is on the implementation side. By assuming clean semantics, the verification that an implementation satisfies an interference specification is reduced to a mostly syntactic problem. That is, a method does not read or write a variable whose name does not appear in the method body. For interference specifications that include conditional effects, this check is not purely syntactic. In these cases, the verification that a method respects its interference specification entails proving various verification conditions, similar to what is done for functional verification. More details about the verification of implementations are presented in Section 6.3. A second, related, role of clean semantics is on the client side. Concurrent method calls that name different arguments are independent. This check is purely syntactic. In cases where the concurrent calls name the same argument—for example, operations on a shared data structure—the check is not purely syntactic. Again, the verification of independence in this situation leverages the machinery of functional verification. The verification methodology is elaborated in Section 6.2.

4 The Idea: Interference Specifications

Fig. 1. A generic class diagram illustrating where interference specifications fit in the hierarchy of programming constructs in the RESOLVE programming language. The orange rounded rectangles are abstract specifications, the blue rectangles are realizations and the green truncated rectangles are interference contracts.
An interference specification describes how methods interact with one another and, therefore, under what conditions they may be safely parallelized. The key idea of interference specifications is that of partitions. Partitions are typeless entities which correspond to some part(s) of the concrete representation of an object. This mapping from concrete representation to partitions is defined as part of the implementation.

In addition to partitions, an interference specification provides method effect summaries which define the permissions a method has on each partition of its parameters: one of oblivious to, preserves, or affects. A method which is oblivious to a partition may neither read from nor write to any parts of the concrete state within that partition. A method that preserves a partition may read the values of the concrete fields in that partition, but not write to them. Finally, a method that affects a partition may read and write to any or all of the concrete fields within that partition. If a partition is not mentioned in an effect summary, that partition is oblivious to mode. Verifying that a method’s implementation satisfies its effect summary and that client code using the method in a cobegin statement is doing so in a safe way is discussed in detail later. However, it should be noted that proving effect summaries on both the client and implementer sides is a purely syntactic problem when effect summaries are unconditional.

To increase the expressiveness of our framework, method effect summaries may be conditional on the abstract state of the object. Conditional effects allow a range of behaviors that are not possible with only unconditional effect summaries. They are denoted by when clauses in the effects and provide the implementer with some flexibility regarding the conditions under which the method may change the values of some fields in the concrete state. Conditional effects are novel because they provide a mechanism whereby arbitrarily complicated effect summaries may be constructed and be used in the verification that the realization code is correct.

5 Bounded Queue Data Abstraction Specification and Alternative Implementations

As an illustration of our approach to modular verification of concurrency, this section presents a classic concurrent data structure: the bounded queue. The first subsection presents the client view of the queue, with an abstract specification of the operations permitted on this data structure. The next three subsections each present a different implementation of this same specification. Each implementation permits different degrees of safe concurrency.

5.1 Abstract Specification

Here we present a RESOLVE-style specification for a bounded queue [10].

Abstractly, a queue is modeled as a mathematical string of items. The BoundedQueueTemplate concept defines operations, such as Enqueue, Dequeue, SwapFirstEntry, Length, and RemCapacity. These operations have been designed and
specified to avoid aliasing that arises when queues contain non-trivial objects and to facilitate clean semantics [5]. In addition to these operations, a swap operator is defined on all types to facilitate data exchange without deep or shallow copying [3]. Since this paper is concerned mainly with the challenge of concurrent execution of operations, we omit further discussion of this idea.

**operation** Enqueue (alters \(e\) : Item, updates \(q\) : Queue)

**requires** \(|q| < \text{MAX\_LENGTH}\)

**ensures** \(q = \#q \cdot <\#e>\)

The contract for Enqueue says several things. The requires clause says that in order to be called, there must be space left in the queue to put the new element (\(|q| < \text{MAX\_LENGTH}\)). The ensures clause says that the outgoing value of \(q\) is the concatenation of the incoming (“old”) value of \(q\) with the string containing the old value of \(e\). Less formally, Enqueue puts \(e\) at the end of the queue.

**operation** Dequeue (replaces \(e\) : Item, updates \(q\) : Queue)

**requires** \(q /= \text{empty\_string}\)

**ensures** \(\#q = <\#e> \cdot q\)

The requires clause says that in order to be called, \(q\) must not be empty. The ensures clause effectively says that the resulting element \(e\) and outgoing value of \(q\), when concatenated, are the same as the original value of \(q\).

**operation** SwapFirstEntry (updates \(e\) : Item, updates \(q\) : Queue)

**requires** \(q /= \text{empty\_string}\)

**ensures**

\(<e> = \#q[0, 1] \text{ and } q = <\#e> \cdot \#q[1, \#q]\)  

The SwapFirstEntry operation makes it possible to retrieve or update the first entry, without introducing aliasing. The substring operation is denoted by the asymmetric \([ )\) parentheses. For a string \(s\), the substring \(s[i, j]\) is inclusive on the left and exclusive on the right. For example, the string \(#q[0,1]\) is the string consisting of a single element, the first element in the string \(#q\).

**operation** Length (restores \(q\) : Queue) : Integer

**ensures** Length = \(|q|\)

**operation** RemCapacity (restores \(q\) : Queue) : Integer

**ensures** RemCapacity = \(\text{MAX\_LENGTH} - |q|\)

Length returns an integer equal to the number of elements in the queue. RemCapacity returns an integer equal to the number of free slots left in the queue before it becomes full.

### 5.2 Bounded Queue with Concurrent Enqueue/SwapFirstEntry

**Implementation.** A bounded queue can be implemented using an array and a pointer to the location of the head of the queue. The length of the queue is
Fig. 2. An implementation of a bounded queue using an Array and two Integer fields, prefront and length.

also kept. Such an implementation is represented in Figure 2. The code listing is given in Listing 1.1.

realization ArrayWithLength
    implements BoundedQueue
    respects detanglement #1

uses ArrayAsStringTemplate with IndependentSlots
uses Mod for UnboundedIntegerFacility
uses Increment for UnboundedIntegerFacility
uses Add for UnboundedIntegerFacility

facility ArrayFacility is ArrayAsStringTemplate(Item)

type representation for Queue is (contents: Array,
    preFront: Integer,
    length: Integer)

exemplar q

convention q.contents.ub = MAX_LENGTH - 1 and
    q.contents.lb = 0 and
    0 <= q.preFront and
    q.preFront < MAX_LENGTH and
    0 <= q.length and
    q.length <= MAX_LENGTH

correspondence function CIRCULAR_STRING_VALUE(contents.s, preFront, length)

initialization
...

interference correspondence
    q.preFront in q@i
    q.length in q@b
    q.contents@c[q.preFront + 1 mod MAX_LENGTH, q.preFront + 2 mod MAX_LENGTH] in q@a
q.contents@c except on \(\{q\text{.preFront} + 1 \mod \text{MAX\_LENGTH}\}\) in q@b

--- implicitly everything not part of interference correspondence must be preserved
--- so: q.contents@b is preserved in every method

end Queue

procedure Enqueue (clears e: Item, updates q: Queue)
  variable temp: Integer
  Increment(q.length)
  temp := Replica(q.preFront)
  Add(temp, q.length)
  Mod(temp, maxLength)
  SwapItem(q.contents, temp, e)
  Clear(e)
end Enqueue

procedure Dequeue (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
  Increment(q.preFront)
  Mod(q.preFront, maxLength)
  SwapItem(q.contents, q.preFront, r)
  Decrement(q.length)
end Dequeue

procedure SwapFirstEntry (updates e: Item, updates q: Queue)
  variable temp: Integer
  temp := Replica(q.preFront)
  Increment(temp)
  Mod(temp, maxLength)
  SwapItem(q.contents, temp, e)
end SwapFirstEntry

end ArrayWithLength

Listing 1.1. The code for the implementation in Figure 2

Most of this is standard RESOLVE code. That is, it contains a convention, correspondence, initialization, and the code to implement the various operations that might be performed on an object of type Queue. The correspondence function, STRING\_VALUE\_SENTINEL, is defined in the abstract specification. The novelty lies in the interference correspondence, which as discussed above is a description of which parts of the concrete state map to which partitions of the interference contract being satisfied by this realization. In this case, q’s prefront field resides in the a partition of q, and q’s postTail field resides in the b partition.
The other two lines in the interference correspondence expose how layering components (see section 6.3) works in our framework. This realization uses ArrayAsStringTemplate, and in particular the IndependentSlots interference contract of ArrayAsStringTemplate (this interference contract can be found in the appendix). The \( c \) partition of the \( \text{q.contents} \) Array is a segmented partition, meaning that it is modeled as a *string of partition* and can be accessed just like any other string in RESOLVE. Thus, \( \text{q.contents}@c[\text{head}, \text{head}+1) \) is the substring of \( \text{q.contents}@c \) starting at index \( \text{head} \) and ending at the item before index \( \text{head}+1 \) (that is, the string of length one containing the partition at index \( \text{head} \) of \( \text{q.contents}@c \). The *except on* function returns the set of items in the string except for those at the indices which are elements of the second operator. So, from the interference correspondence most of \( \text{q.contents}@c \) is in partition \( \text{q}@a \) while the partition at index \( \text{head} \) in \( \text{q.contents}@c \) is in partition \( \text{q}@b \). Upon examining the interference contract IndependentSlots for ArrayAsStringTemplate, it is apparent that this partitioning affords us the luxury of safely accessing different indices of the array in parallel.

**Interference Specification.** The interference specification which is satisfied by ArrayWithLength follows.

**interaction contract** \#1 detangles BoundedQueue

\[\text{partition for } \text{Queue is} \ (a, \ b, \ i)\]

5 procedure Enqueue (**clears** \( e : \text{Item} \), **updates** \( q : \text{Queue} \))
   \[\text{affects } q@b\]
   \[\text{preserves } q@i\]
   \[\text{when } |q| = 0 \text{ affects } q@a\]

10 procedure Dequeue (**replaces** \( r : \text{Item} \), **updates** \( q : \text{Queue} \))
   \[\text{affects } q@a, q@b, q@i\]

procedure SwapFirstEntry (**updates** \( e : \text{Item} \), **updates** \( q : \text{Queue} \))
   \[\text{affects } q@a\]
   \[\text{preserves } q@i\]

end interference contract \#1

Listing 1.2. The interference contract satisfied by the implementation in Listing 1.1

This interference contract exposes enough independence that a client may concurrently execute Enqueue and SwapFirstEntry, but not Enqueue and Dequeue. It divides the representation into 3 fields (called “\( q@a \)”, “\( q@b \)”, and “\( q@i \)”). Field \( q@a \) is affected by Dequeue and SwapFirstEntry all the time, and it is affected by Enqueue only when \(|q| = 0 \). Field \( q@b \) is affected by Enqueue and Dequeue in all possible cases, so Enqueue and Dequeue may not be called concurrently. Because Enqueue and SwapFirstEntry both preserve \( q@i \), that effect
will not preclude the two operations from being executed safely in parallel. Furthermore, because the precondition for SwapFirstEntry (found in the abstract specification) requires that $|q| > 0$, if Enqueue and SwapFirstEntry are called in parallel, it cannot be the case that $|q| = 0$, and so the Enqueue method will never affect $q@\alpha$, so Enqueue and SwapFirstEntry may always safely be executed in parallel. Recall that the default mode for an interference field is oblivious to, so SwapFirstEntry is oblivious to $q@\beta$, which Enqueue affects, and Enqueue is oblivious to $q@\alpha$ when $|q| > 0$, which SwapFirstEntry affects (and SwapFirstEntry may only be called when $|q| > 0$).

5.3 Bounded Queue with Concurrent Enqueue/Dequeue (#2)

![Implementation Diagram]

**Fig. 3.** An implementation of a bounded queue using an Array and two Integer fields, head and postTail, and a sentinel node to distinguish between a full queue and an empty one.

**Implementation.** The code for the implementation in Figure 3 is in Listing 1.3.

```plaintext
realization ArrayWithSentinel
    implements BoundedQueue
    respects dentanglement #2

uses ArrayAsStringTemplate with IndependentSlots
uses Mod for UnboundedIntegerFacility
uses Increment for UnboundedIntegerFacility

facility ArrayFacility is ArrayAsStringTemplate(Item)

type representation for Queue is (contents: Array,
    head: Integer,
    postTail: Integer)

exemplar q
```
convention
0 <= q.head and q.head <= MAX_LENGTH and
0 <= q.postTail and
q.postTail <= MAX_LENGTH and
q.contents.lb = 0 and
q.contents.ub = MAX_LENGTH
correspondence function STRING_VALUE_SENTINEL(q.contents, q.
head, q.postTail)
initialization
variable zero: Integer
variable maxLength: Integer
maxLength := MaxLength()
SetBounds(q.contents, zero, maxLength)

interference correspondence
q.head in q@a
q.postTail in q@b
q.contents@c[q.head, q.head+1] in q@a
q.contents@c except on {q.head} in q@b

end Queue

procedure Enqueue (clears e: Item, updates q: Queue)
    SwapItem(q.contents, q.postTail, e)
    Clear(e)
    Increment(q.postTail)
    Mod(q.postTail, maxLength)
end Enqueue

procedure Dequeue (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
    SwapItem(q.contents, q.head, r)
    Increment(q.head)
    Mod(q.head, maxLength)
end Dequeue

procedure SwapFirstEntry (updates e: Item, updates q: Queue)
    SwapItem(q.contents, q.head, e)
end SwapFirstEntry

end ArrayWithSentinel

Listing 1.3. The code for the implementation in Figure 3

This realization uses an Array of length MAX_LENGTH + 1, and two Integer
fields, head and postTail. The Array has a “sentinel” node so that an empty
queue looks different than a full queue (otherwise both would satisfy the property
head = postTail). The head field is in interference field q@a, postTail is in q@b, and, like in the first implementation, q.contents@c is split between q@a and q@b.

**Interference Specification.** The interference contract which is satisfied by the ArrayWithSentinel implementation is below.

**interference contract** #2 detangles BoundedQueue

**partition for** Queue is (a, b)

5  **procedure** Enqueue (**clears** e: Item, **updates** q: Queue)
  affects q@b
  when |q| = 0
  affects q@a
  -- when |q| > 0
  -- oblivious to q@b

10  **procedure** Dequeue (**replaces** r: Item, **updates** q: Queue)
  affects q@a

15  **procedure** SwapFirstEntry (**updates** e: Item, **updates** q: Queue)
  affects q@a
  -- oblivious to q@b

end interference contract #2

**Listing 1.4.** The interference contract satisfied by the implementation in Listing 1.1

The second interference contract for the Bounded Queue specified above expresses the most available parallelism: given a non-empty queue, a client can call Enqueue and Dequeue in parallel, or Enqueue and SwapFirstEntry, but not Dequeue and SwapFirstEntry (the reason for this should be obvious). This interference specification divides the representation of the queue into two partitions, in this case called a and b. The effects summary for Enqueue states that it will always affect (that is, write to) the part of the representation that lies in partition b, and it will affect the part of the representation that lies in partition b only when the *abstract state* of the queue is such that there is at least one item in the queue. It’s important to note that the conditional effects clauses may only depend on the abstract state of the object and not the concrete state because it may be the case that many realizations all satisfy the same interference contract. Recall that the default mode of a partition in an effect summary is *oblivious to*.

### 5.4 Bounded Queue with Extra Method to Provide Concurrency (#3)

**Implementation.** A discussion of the implementation described by Figure 4 is below.
Fig. 4. An implementation of a bounded queue using an Array and two Integer fields, head and postTail, and a boolean flag to distinguish between a full queue and an empty one.

**procedure** DequeueFromLong (**requires** |q| >= 2) **ensures** #q = <r> * q

Listing 1.5. An extra method to provide concurrency for the implementation described by Figure 4

We add an extra method, DequeueFromLong, to provide safe concurrency between Dequeue and Enqueue. As seen in the implementation code below, the Dequeue operation requires a check on q.postTail so that it may set q.isEmpty as appropriate. Unfortunately for concurrency, the Enqueue method must also set that value. The precondition for DequeueFromLong (**requires** |q| >= 2) guarantees that the queue will never be empty after a call to this method, and thus does not need to read the value of q.postTail.

**realization** ArrayWithFlag  
**implements** BoundedQueue  
**respects** dentanglement #3

**uses** ArrayAsStringTemplate with IndependentSlots  
**uses** Mod for UnboundedIntegerFacility  
**uses** Increment for UnboundedIntegerFacility

**facility** ArrayFacility is ArrayAsStringTemplate(Item)

**type representation for** Queue is (contents: Array,  
head: Integer,  
postTail: Integer,  
isEmpty: Boolean)

**exemplar** q  
**convention** 0 <= q.head and q.head <= MAX_LENGTH and  
0 <= q.postTail and  
q.postTail < MAX_LENGTH and  
q.contents.lb = 0 and
correspondence function STRING_VALUE(q.contents, q.head, q.postTail)

initialization
variable zero: Integer
variable maxLength: Integer

maxLength := MaxLength()
SetBounds(q.contents, zero, maxLength)

interference correspondence
q.head in q@a
q.postTail in q@b
q.contents@c[q.head, q.head+1) in q@a
q.contents@c except on {q.head} in q@b
q.isEmpty in q@m

end Queue

procedure Enqueue (clears e: Item, updates q: Queue)
SwapItem(q.contents, q.postTail, e)
Clear(e)
Increment(q.postTail)
Mod(q.postTail, maxLength)
q.isEmpty := false
end Enqueue

procedure Dequeue (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
SwapItem(q.contents, q.head, r)
Increment(q.head)
Mod(q.head, maxLength)
if (q.head = q.postTail)
q.isEmpty := true;
end Dequeue

procedure DequeueFromLong (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
SwapItem(q.contents, q.head, r)
Increment(q.head)
Mod(q.head, maxLength)
end DequeueFromLong

procedure SwapFirstEntry (updates e: Item, updates q: Queue)
SwapItem(q.contents, q.head, e)
end SwapFirstEntry
end realization ArrayWithFlag

Listing 1.6. The implementation described by Figure 4

This realization is identical in most respects to #2, but instead of a sentinel node in the array to distinguish between an empty and full array, the array is exactly MAX_LENGTH items long and there is a boolean flag, q.isEmpty, which is true exactly when |q| = 0. This boolean flag is in a field on its own, q@m.

Interference Specification The interference contract satisfied by ArrayWithFlag is below.

interference contract #2 detangles BoundedQueue

partition for Queue is (a, b, m)

procedure Enqueue (clears c: Item, updates q: Queue)
affects q@a
when |q| = 0
affects q@a, q@m
otherwise
preserves q@m

procedure Dequeue (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
affects q@a
when |q| = 1
affects q@a, q@m
otherwise
preserves q@a

procedure DequeueFromLong (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
affects q@a
−− oblivious to q@a, q@m

procedure SwapFirstEntry (updates c: Item, updates q: Queue)
affects q@a

end interference contract #2

Listing 1.7. The interference contract satisfied by the implementation in Listing 1.6

This interference contract expresses some parallelism (i.e., between Enqueue and SwapFirstEntry), but requires the addition of an extra method, DequeueFromLong, to fully exploit its potential. Because Dequeue preserves q@a in cases where |q| > 1 (and affects it otherwise), Enqueue cannot safely execute in parallel with it because Enqueue affects q@a in all cases. The DequeueFromLong operation, which requires |q| > 1 allows an implementation to forego a check of the concrete fields that are part of q@a and thus be oblivious to q@a. Therefore,
in any state where Enqueue and DequeueFromLong can be called in parallel, that concurrency is safe.

6 A High-Level, Conceptual View of Modular Verification Using Interference Specifications

6.1 Modular Verification in General

There are some properties of the verification properties using this framework that generalize across many components. The first is the property that there are no proof obligations introduced on the implementation of a method by an “affects” clause. The three keywords to describe method effects can be viewed as permissions, the most restrictive (oblivious to) giving the operation neither read nor write permissions and the least restrictive (affects) giving the operation both read and write permissions on the field(s) in question. Because an “affects” clause places no restrictions on what an implementation may do to the referenced fields, there is no obligation to prove anything about what the method does. On the other hand, both “preserves” and “oblivious to” clauses introduce proof obligations. These clauses restrict an implementation from writing to the concrete fields which fall in the interference fields in question, and so it must be shown that the implementation does not violate these restrictions.

As with other modular verification techniques, this framework provides for 2 sides: the client and the implementation. Verification from the client’s point of view involves guaranteeing that the method calls inside of a cobegin statement are free from entanglement and cannot have their preconditions violated. Showing this requires an inspection of and reasoning about the interference contract. Specifically, it requires showing that the operations inside of the cobegin statement do not interfere with one another; that is, a field which is preserved or marked oblivious by one operation may not be affected by another operation within the same cobegin statement.

6.2 Modular Verification of Client Code

Unconditional Effects Clauses To verify client code involving a cobegin statement, it must first be shown that there is no interference field that is affected as part of an argument of one operation in the cobegin statement is affected or preserved as part of either another argument to that operation or as part of an argument to another operation in the cobegin statement. This is simple when there are no arguments that are repeated in any operation in the cobegin statement (it is trivially true in such a case because of the clean semantics of RESOLVE).

operation f(x: T1, y: T2)
  affects x@a
  oblivious to x@b
  preserves y
operation \( g(x: T_1, y: T_2) \)
\( \text{oblivious to } x@a \)
\( \text{affects } x@b \)
\( \text{preserves } y \)

cobegin
\( f(x, y_f) \)
\( g(x, y_g) \)
end

Listing 1.8. A simple concurrent program using our syntax

In the Listing 1.8, there are two operations, \( f \) and \( g \). From the interference contract, it can be seen that operation \( f \) affects \( x@a \) while operation \( g \) is oblivious to \( x@a \). Furthermore, operation \( g \) affects \( x@b \) while operation \( f \) is oblivious to \( x@b \). Because the default mode is oblivious to, it is immaterial if there are more fields which are part of \( T_1 \)'s interference contract. Therefore, the repetition of argument \( x \) in the two calls to \( f \) and \( g \) does not result in interference, so this cobegin statement is safe.

**Conditional Effects Clauses** Consider the following code segment, where \( q \) is a variable of type BoundedQueue of Item which respects interference contract \#2 (that is, the one with the most available parallelism) and \( x \) and \( y \) are variables of type Item.

```plaintext
procedure Enqueue (clears e: Item, updates q: Queue)
affects q@b
when |q| = 0
affects q@a
when |q| > 0
-- oblivious to q@b

procedure Dequeue (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
affects q@b
when |q| > 0
cobegin
Enqueue(q, x)
Dequeue(q, y)
end
```

Listing 1.9. A simple program using the Queue discussed above

Because the preconditions for all methods in a cobegin block must be met before it is considered valid\(^4\), any cobegin statement containing a call

\(^4\) Any cobegin statement has an implicit precondition which is the set of states which would result in a valid execution of the cobegin statement if it were a sequential
to Dequeue must be entered with $|q| > 0$. Given this information, it can be concluded that the call to Enqueue is, in fact oblivious to $q@a$ in this case and thus does not interfere with the call to Dequeue.

6.3 Modular Verification of an Implementation

In order to map from concrete implementation state to abstract specification state, realizations provide a representation invariant (convention) and a correspondence function (or, more generally, a relation). Our approach for establishing operation independence is to augment this correspondence relation with a partitioning of the constituent concrete state space. That is, an implementation must provide a mapping from the concrete data structure involved in the implementation (contents, preFront, and length) to the partitioned mathematical model of the queue in the parallel refinement. Specifically, it must include a correspondence to $q@a$ and to $q@b$.

Based on the augmented correspondence information, obliviousness needs to be proved for the code of each operation, under the specified conditions (e.g., non-empty queue for Enqueue). In order for an operation’s implementation to meet the obliviousness requirement, all statements in its code must be oblivious to the corresponding parts of the data structure. When a statement does not mention a part of the data structure (e.g., prefront), it is trivially oblivious to that variable. (This observation also requires clean semantics.) Otherwise, a statement may use parts of the data structure from their obliviousness requirement only in operations which, themselves, are oblivious on the corresponding parts of the data structure. The underlying data structure itself might be built from other data abstractions. This is not a problem, because the lack of entanglement of one component can be layered on top of appropriately disentangled realization components.

Finally, an implementation of a method which affects a particular interference field carries no proof obligations—affects does not require that a method actually change a variable’s value, only that it is allowed to.

Layering Components An observant reader will notice an interesting feature of the various implementations of BoundedQueue discussed above: they rely on another component, and in particular, a specific interference specification which belongs to that component. This suggests that the intuitive notion that the interference specification somehow “sits between” the abstract specification and implementation is not quite correct?the interference specification must be exposed to clients of a component. With this idea in mind, we can view interference specifications as “plugins” to the abstract specification. An implementation may respect zero or more interference specifications, not only zero or one. Furthermore, an interference specification may refine another interference specification.

---

block given any ordering of its constituent operation and function calls. Note that this is a stronger precondition than the conjunction of the constituent preconditions.
In the case of the BoundedQueue example, the Array’s interference specification is important because without it, the underlying Array used in the implementations would appear to those implementations as an atomic entity, distinct elements of which are unable to be concurrently accessed. Obviously, enabling concurrent Enqueue/Dequeue operations on an Array requires concurrent access to distinct elements in the Array. An examination of the IndependentSlots interference specification for Array reveals that concurrent read or write accesses to distinct elements is allowed by the specification. This paves the way for our BoundedQueue implementation to execute Enqueue and Dequeue in parallel.

The verification that the implementations of Enqueue and Dequeue in implementation #2 respect their respective interference specifications is relatively straightforward. The interference correspondence provides that the sub-field or q.contents[c] at index q.head is in field q[a], and the rest of the sub-fields in q.contents[c] are in field q[b]. This implementation of Dequeue (reproduced below along with Enqueue) only accesses the item at index q.head of q.contents (which implies that it only affects the sub-field q.contents[c] at index q.head).

This implementation of Enqueue accesses only the item of q.contents at index q.postTail (which implies that it only affects sub-field q.contents[c] at index q.postTail). When q = 0, this method body is allowed to affect q[a] (so it can affect q.contents[c] at index q.head) and thus carries no proof obligations. When |q| > 0, it must be shown that the call to SwapItem on line 2 does not affect q.contents[c] at index q.head (that is, it must be shown that q.postTail /= q.head). From the correspondence, it can be deduced that q.head = q.postTail ==> |q| = 0 and therefore |q| > 0 ==> q.head /= q.postTail, so the call on line 2 does not affect the restricted parts of the data structure.

```
procedure Enqueue (clears e: Item, updates q: Queue)
    SwapItem(q.contents, q.postTail, e)
    Clear(e)
    Increment(q.postTail)
    Mod(q.postTail, maxLength)
end Enqueue

procedure Dequeue (replaces r: Item, updates q: Queue)
    SwapItem(q.contents, q.head, r)
    Increment(q.head)
    Mod(q.head, maxLength)
end Dequeue
```

7 Summary and Future Directions

This paper has presented a novel framework for modular verification of concurrent programs using data abstractions. Specifically, it has explained how multiple operations can be simultaneously invoked on an abstract data object if a set of interference conditions can be specified and verified using an augmentation to
the abstract specification of the data abstraction. The proof process is strictly modularized. The paper has presented a concrete example to illustrate the ideas. Future directions include development of a formal proof system and automated verification.
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